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                        Mini GPS for Cats - The Smallest Model on the Market
	Superlive: A New GPS Position Every Second
	Network: The Only 5G-Ready Tracker, Compatible with 4G and 2G
	Lifetime Guarantee: Weenect Repairs or Replaces your Tracker for Life
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                        Free delivery within 1 to 3 working days.
                    

                    
                        

    


                        Satisfaction or your money back: 30 days to change your mind.
                    

                    
                        

    


                        7/7 assistance: we answer you within 24 hours.
                    

                

            

        



        
    
        

    


    

    
        
            Innovation
            Keep an eye on them around the clock with your new superpowers

            The innovative features of the Weenect XS make it so much easier to take great care of your cat.
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        Real-time tracking

    
    
        
            
                Never lose your cat, with real-time tracking (up to one position per second) and no distance limit, your days of playing hide and seek with your cat are over.
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        Recall training

    
    
        
            
                Make the tracker ring or vibrate every time you feed them so your cat links the two things together. They’ll soon learn to come straight back to you when you activate this clever feature.
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        Territory analysis

    
    
        
            
                Find out where your pet spends most of their time and how far they roam. Take a closer look at the secret life of your cat.

            
        

    




            

        

    




    
        

    


    

    
        
            3 subscription options

            Weenect is your pet's mobile phone. Each of our trackers is fitted with a SIM card (included in the product), which is why it is necessary to have a subscription. This subscription is chosen when the tracker is registered on our website.
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                        Minimum commitment of 3 months
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                                    Satisfied or your money back
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                        Paid in a single instalment for 1 year
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                        Paid in a single instalment for 3 years
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            Features of the Weenect XS
        

        
            Take a closer look at the main features of our cat tracker.
        

        
            
                
                    
                    
                        
    

    







    
        
    



    


                      
                    

                    
                        GPS Positioning

                        
                            Track your cat in real time (up to one position per second) with no distance limit.
                        

                    

                

            
                
                    
                    
                        
    

    







    
        
    


    


                      
                    

                    
                        Recall training

                        
                            Teach your cat to come home on their own with the remote ring and vibrate feature.
                        

                    

                

            
                
                    
                    
                        
    

    







    
        
    


    


                      
                    

                    
                        Location history

                        
                            Follow all your cat’s adventures from the comfort of your phone.
                        

                    

                

            
                
                    
                    
                        
    

    







    
        
    



    


                      
                    

                    
                        Safety zones

                        
                            Get an automatic notification if your cat leaves a pre-defined area.
                        

                    

                

            
                
                    
                    
                        
    

    







    
        
    


    


                      
                    

                    
                        Activity tracking

                        
                            Monitor your cat's behaviour to help spot any potential health problems.
                        

                    

                

            
                
                    
                    
                        
    

    







    
        
    


    


                      
                    

                    
                        Flashlight

                        
                            Find your cat in the dark with the built-in flashlight.
                        

                    

                

            
                
                    
                    
                        
    

    







    
        
    



    


                      
                    

                    
                        Long-lasting battery

                        
                            Up to 10 days of battery life using WiFi zones, or 3 days of continuous tracking.
                        

                    

                

            
                
                    
                    
                        
    

    







    
        
    


    


                      
                    

                    
                        Mini GPS

                        
                            The world's smallest and lightest cat GPS tracker (60.5x24.5x15mm - 27 grams).
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                Your cat's comfort and safety are our top priority
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                        From the tracker to the accessories, everything has been designed to perfectly meet your cat's unique needs :
	The curved design follows the shape of your cat's neck, so it won’t get caught on branches.
	Silicone case designed to fit any collar or harness so you can attach it to your cat's favourite accessory.
	Elastic collar supplied to safely fit your cat with the tracker (if your cat doesn't already have their own collar or harness).

Please note that although the product is very light, it's a good idea to get your cat used to wearing a collar or harness before adding the tracker.
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                        What our customers say about  Weenect XS
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                Their special stories
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                        Behind each of our customers lies a "tail" of an owner/cat relationship filled with fun and laughter, but also sometimes with fear and worry.
Find out more in these personal stories from users who tell us why they chose Weenect and what they think about our cat tracker.

                    

                
                
            

            
        

    





    
        

    


    

    
        Easy as 1, 2, 3
        
            A turnkey solution to protect your cat.
        

        
            State of the art technology that's surprisingly simple
        

        
            

                
                    
                        
                            
                                
                                    
                                            

    







    
        
    


    

                                    
                                

                                Buy your tracker

                                
                                    Available from our website or in one of our +2000 partner outlets.
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                                Choose your subscription

                                
                                    When you register your tracker on our website (after receiving it in the post).
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                                Download the app

                                
                                    Available on the Appstore (iOS) and Google Play (Android). Your tracker is ready to use.
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            Technical specifications
        

        
            

                        	
                            Compatibility
                        
	
                            
                                Apple iOS 13.6 or above | Android 5 or above | Web-based app on all browsers
                            

                        



                
                    
                        	
                            Long lasting battery
                        
	
                            
                                500mA/ H; Up to 10 days of battery life using WiFi zones, or 3 days of continuous tracking.
                            

                        



                
                    
                        	
                            Size and weight
                        
	
                            
                                60.5x24.5x15mm; 27g
                            

                        



                
                    
                        	
                            Water resistance
                        
	
                            
                                IP68 standard, up to a depth of one metre
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                                Rings | Vibrates | Flashlight
                            

                        



                
                    
                        	
                            Multi-users
                        
	
                            
                                Share your account with friends and family | All your pets on the same account
                            

                        



                
                    
                        	
                            Connectivity
                        
	
                            
                                SIM card included with the product - 5G, 4G (NB-IoT/LTE-M), 2G | Works anywhere in Europe | A good network connection is required for best performance | Cross-network coverage - Vodafone | EE | Telefónica | Three | Deutsche Telekom
                            

                        



                
                    
                        	
                            Lifetime Guarantee
                        
	
                            
                                The guarantee covers manufacturing defects and natural wear and tear. Weenect repairs when possible, or replaces with a refurbished product when not.
                            

                        



                
                    
                        	
                            Box contents
                        
	
                            
                                Weenect XS Cat GPS | Silicone case | Anti-choke collar | Charging cable | User guide
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